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◆ Pressing Machine 

HHH PPP 555 555 000   Ancient Books Repairing Pressing Machine 
● Force in two-ways, top plate pressing and bottom plate 

suppor ting.  

● Can keep a constant pressure sustainably. 

● Display pressure with pointer type. 

● The constant pressure can be controlled. 

The pressing machine is especially used in repairing the ancient books, and 

applied to book repair industry widely as well. 

This model is designed and made by Beijing HENGYIN, which adopts the 

unique reverse force structure. During the procedure of pressing the upper 

pressure plate down, the lower plate is supporting by giving a mechanism 

jacking force, which makes the flattening process maintained a constant 

pressure. Display pressure with pointer type. 

Flatten area: 460 x 350 mm          Flatten height: 500mm     

 

H B P 5 0 0  Manual Pressing Machine 
 

H B P 4 6 0  Manual Pressing Machine 

 

 

It is made in stainless steel, 

height and pressure can be 

adjusted by hand wheel. Most 

pressure can reach up to two ton. 

Flatten area: 500×450mm 

Flatten height: 500mm 

Weight: 110kg 

Dimension: 610×450×950mm 

    

    

It is made in stainless steel, height and pressure 

can be adjusted by hand wheel. Most pressure can 

reach up to two ton. 

Flatten area: 460×350mm   

Flatten height: 70mm  Machine weight: 52kg   

Dimension: 530×350×300mm 

E P 4 6 0  Electric Pressing Machine     E P 5 3 0  Electric Pressing Machine    
     

Desktop electric 

design, small space 

requirement, easy 

to operate; High 

accuracy screw and 

high-torque 

reducer motor is 

adopted, which 

makes the pressure adaptable and runs smoothly; 

Touch-type transparent window shows the work 

state, it is also with safe brake device, open the 

transparent window, the device will stop working 

immediately and back to the starting position, which 

is to enable to operate safely; The thick pressure 

plate is stable, non-deforming 

Flatten area: 440×300mm  Flatten Height: 80mm 

Operational mode: Electric     

Power Supply: 220V or 110V (Optional) 

Weight: 95kg         Dimension: 530×340×490mm 

EP530 is used for pressing the album, 

photo book and menu. A brake motor of 

frequency conversion is adopted, which 

makes the pressure adaptable. This 

may ensure the optimal flattening effect 

of album and avoid uncontrollable 

flattening effect of ordinary pressing 

machines resulting from their 

squeezing pressure generally unable to 

change gradually. 

Flatten Area: 530×410mm          

Flatten Height: 800mm  

Operational mode: Electric          

Power Supply: 220V 

Weight: 220kg                      

Dimension: 530×530×1600mm  


